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Abst rac t  
Consider a set of logical sentences together with probabilities that they are true. These 
probabilities must satisfy certain conditions for this system to be consistent. I  is shown that an 
analytical form of these conditions can be obtained by enumerating the extreme rays of 
a polyhedron. We also consider the cases when: (i) intervals of probabilities are given, instead of 
single values: and (ii) best lower and upper bounds on the probability of an additional logical 
sentence to be true are sought. Enumeration f vertices and exireme rays is used. Each vertex 
defines a linear expression and the maximum (minimum) of these defines abest possible lower 
(upper) bound on the probability ofthe additional logical sentence tobe true. Each extreme ray 
leads to a constraint on the probabilities assigned to the initial set of logical sentences. 
Redundancy in these expressions i studied. Illustrations are provided in the domain of 
reasoning under uncertainty. 
Keywords: Linear programming; Probabilistic satisflability; Vertex and ray enumeration; 
Analytical solution 
I .  I n t roduct ion  
Given a set of events and their probabilities, these probabilities must satisfy some 
conditions for this system to be consistent, i.e., to correspond to some possible 
experience. For instance, let A and B be two events, i fprob(A) = p and prob(AB) = q, 
then q ~< p must hold. In Chapter XlX of his book of 1854 An Investigation of  The 
Laws of Thought [1], as well as in several contemporary and subsequent publications 
!"2-5], George Boole considers a general statement of the problem of determining 
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these "conditions of possible xperience" and proposes several algebraic ways to solve 
it approximately or exactly. A set of m logically defined events is given together with 
the probabilities that these events occur. As noted by Boole, it is equivalent to 
consider the probabilities to be true of propositions, asserting that these vents occur. 
This amounts to describing the events by logical variables and the operators AND, OR 
and NOT. Boole next expresses ach proposition as a sum of products, each product 
involving all logical variables in direct or complemented form. Unknown probabilities 
are then associated toeach of these products. A set of equations i obtained expressing 
that, for each event, the sum of probabilities of the logical products for which this 
event occurs must be equal to its probability to occur. Elimination in these quations 
and in the nonnegativity constraints on the probabilities ofvariables corresponding to 
the probabilities of the products yields the conditions of possible xperience. More- 
over, Boole extends his method to solve the problem of finding the best possible lower 
and upper bounds on the probability of an additional event o occur. Boole [,1] calls 
this last problem the "general problem" in the theory of probabilities. 
More than a century later, Hailpetin [,10, 1 !] analyzes Boole's methods and shows 
that the procedure described above is equivalent to Fourier [8] elimination, of which 
Bool¢ was apparently unaware. In addition to clarifying various points about Boote~s 
conceptions (related in particular to the question of independence of events), Hail- 
perin [10] makes two contributions. First, Hailperin shows that Boole's general 
problem can be expressed as a linear program. This allows numerical solution of 
particular instances (in which the probabilities of the events are specified) by the 
simplex method. Further progress in this direction, using column generation tech- 
niques to solve large instances, has been made by Zemel [17], for a particular 
reliability problem, and by Georgakopoulos et al. [.9], Kavvadias and Papadimittiou 
[,13] and Jaumard et al. [12] in the general case. Second, Haiiperin notes that an 
analytical expression of the lower and upper bounds of the probability of an event o 
occur can be obtained by enumeration f the vertices of the dual oftbe linear program 
expressing Boole's general problem. To each vertex corresponds a linear expression i
the probabilities of the events to occur. For given values of these probabilities, the 
lower (upper) bound is the largest (smallest) value for all such expressions. Hailperin's 
model was rediscovered by Kounias and Matin [,14] in their work on best linear 
Bonferroni bounds, and by Nilsson [,16] in the context of artificial intelligence, under 
the name of probabilistic logic. 
The purpose of the present paper is to complete Hailperin's [,10] analysis in the 
following way: first, it is shown that all conditions of possible experience can be 
obtained by enumerating the extreme rays of the polyhedron considered by Hailperin. 
It is next shown that there is no redundancy both in the linear expressions appearing 
in the bounds considered and in the conditions obtained. Analytical solution is then 
studied for an extension of Boole's model, already suggested by Hailpetin [rl0], in 
which probability intervals for the events to occur are given instead of single values. 
A procedure is proposed to obtain all irredundant linear expressions in the lower 
and upper bounds and irredundant conditions of possible xperience. In other words, 
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an algorithm is provided for determination of a complete analytical solution of the 
probabilistic satisfiability (PSAT) problem. Similar, not necessarily irredundant, ex- 
pressions are given by a related procedure in the case where probability inte~als are 
considered. A procedure to obtain irredundant expressions in this case too is sketched. 
Given such a solution, it suffices, for any set of numerical values of the probabilities of 
the events to occur, to substitute in the conditions to find whether the system is 
consistent (satisfable) or not and in the expressions ofthe bounds to find best possible 
numerical values for them. 
Finally, the strength of the analytical method is illustrated by automatic generation 
of complete analytical solutions for several sets of logical sentences with their prob- 
abilities of being true, arising when reasoning under uncertainty in expert systems. 
2. Prolml~Hstie satis~bility and linear programming 
The probabilistic satisfiability problem 19,10,15] is defined as follows. Let 
S = {St ,S ,  . . . . .  Sin} be a set ofm logical sentences defined on a set ofn propositional 
variables X = {xt, x2 .. . . .  xn} and let x = {nt, n2 . . . . .  n,,} be a set ofprobabilities 1hat 
these sentenc,~ are true. Let T = { tt, tz .... } denote the set of all possible assignments 
oftbe values true or false to the variables of X and p = (Pt,Pz .... ) denote a probabil- 
ity distribution on T. The question is then: does there exist a probability distribution 
p which satisfies the set of logical sentences together with their probabilities, uch that 
for each sentence St (i = 1,2 .. . . .  m ) the sum of p~'s over all truth assignments ~which 
satisfy St equals hi. 
Let A be an m x ITI matrix such that a o is equal to 1 if the value assignment t~ 
satisfies St, and 0 otherwise. (Note that not all columns of A are necessarily distinct; 
the columns of A are called the possible worlds by Nilsson [16].) 
The probabilistic satisfiability (PSAT) problem may then be stated: Is there a prob- 
ability distribution p such that the system 
{ ~t.p= l A'p=J t  
p iaO V j= I  . . . . .  ITI 
has a solution? 
We are now interested in necessary and sufficient conditions on the probability 
vector n which ensure a positive answer to the probabilistic satisfiability problem. The 
PSAT problem can be reformulated as follows: 
Consider the linear program 
min O-p 
l t 'p  = 1 
(P) A 'p  = rc 
p j )O  V j= I  . . . . .  Ir l .  
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IS there a feasible solution for (P)? 
The dual of (P) is 
j 'max Yo + n.y  
(D) 
l "Yo + Aty <~ 0 
and we have 
Theorem 1. The probabilistic satisfiability problem has a positive answer if and only if 
the inequality (1, n)'.r ~ 0 holds for all extreme rays r of (D). 
Proof. From the duality theorem of linear programming, the primal (P) is infeasible if
the dual (D) is unbounded from above and is either infeasible or unbounded from 
below if the dual (D) is infeasible. Since Yo = 0 and y = 0 is always a feasible solution 
for the dual (D), this dual (D) must be unbounded from above for (P) to be infeasible 
and conversely. Consider now a polyhedral description C of(D) by its extreme points 
and extreme rays: 
$~1 2=I j=l 
Aj>~ O,j = 1,2 .. . . .  l;luj ~> O, j = 1,2 .. . . .  k}, 
where xt,x z . . . . .  x ~ are the extreme points and rt, rz . . . . .  rh the extreme rays of(D). (D) 
is unbounded from above if and only if there is at least one extreme ray r of (D) such 
that (1, ~t)'. r > 0. Consequently, (1, n) *. r ~< 0 must hold for all extreme rays r of (D) to 
obtain a positive answer to PSAT and this condition suffices. [] 
Similar properties hold for linear programs in general (e.g. [15, p. 97]). They do not 
appear to have been applied to probabilistic satisfiability before. Considering an 
additional ogical sentence Sm+z and seeking the best possible lower and upper 
bounds on its probability to be true leads to the optimization version of the PSAT 
problem (called "probabilistic entailment" by Nils~on [16]; in accordance with com- 
plexity theory we refer below to the probabilistic satisfiability problem for both its 
decision and its optimization versions). The corresponding linear programs have first 
been forwulated by Hailperin [10] as an expression of Boole's "general problem" in 
the theory of probabilities [1, p. 304]. They can be written as follows: 
max ;zm+l =Am+I 'P  
~"p = i 
(Pmax), 
A'p=n 
p~>~0 V j=I  . . . . .  ITI. 
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rain 7r~+t = A,~+l.p 
(Pmin) ~t. p = 1 
A .p= rc 
pj>~O Vj=I ..... ITI. 
and their respective duals as 
~min yo +n'Y  
(Dmin) 
"Yo + AtY ~> A~,+t 
(Dmax) {max Yo + n.y 
I "Yo + AtY>~ A~,+t 
where Am+ t = (am+ t.~) is the I Tl-veetor such that am+ l.j is equal to 1 if the value 
assignment t~ satisfies $~+ t, and 0 otherwise. 
Hailperin [10] shows that the lower and upper bounds on rc~+t are given by 
a piecewise linear function of the probabilities n~ (for i = 1, 2 ..... m), defined by the 
extreme points of the dual polyhedra (Dmax) and (Drain), respectively. The following 
theorem summarizes this result. For completeness, wegive a short proof of it. 
Them'era 2 (Hailperin [10"l). The best lower (upper) bound for ~M+I is given by the 
following convex (concave) piecewise linear function of the probability assignmenr 
n,,+ 1(1r) = max (l,~r)t'y~ax (=  rain (l,lr)t-y~i.~ 
j=  t .  2 . . . . .  /{max J = 1 .2  . . . . .  kmi n 
where Y~x (Y~i,) .for all j represent the kmax (kmi~) extreme points of (Omax) ((Omin)). 
Proof. For a fixed probability assignment ~, the best bound is the optimum of 
a standard linear program ((Dmin) or (Dmax)). Consequently it will arise at one, or in 
case of dual degeneracy in the final tableau at several, of its extreme points. These 
extreme points are independent of re. Consider now all possible probability assign- 
ments ~. The value ofyo + roy at any extreme point Y~i, or y~ is a linear function of 
n. The best bound is the maximum (minimum) of these linear functions. It is therefore 
a convex (concave) piecewise linear function of rr (e.g., [15, p. 42]). [] 
So finding general expressions for best possible lower and upper bounds on 
7rm+t reduces to vertex enumeration, on (Dmax) or (Dmin). As seen above, the 
conditions of possible xperience are obtained by enumeration fthe extreme rays of 
(D). These conditions need not be obtained separately as shown by the next result. 
Pro[msltion 1. The extreme rays of ( D) coincide with those of (Dmax) and are symmetric 
to those of (Dmin). 
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Proof. This follows directly from the fact that the polyhedra D and Dmax have the same 
cones of feasible directions: Co = C~,~ = {(Yo,Y)l~'Yo + AtY ~< 0}. Moreover, the 
cones of feasible directions Co~ and CD~,i, of (Pmax) and (Pmin) ate symmetric. [] 
Hailperin's result can also be extended to characterize conditions of possible 
experience for (Pmax) and (Pmin). 
Corollary !. The probabilistic satisfiability problem has a complete analytical solution: 
:r.+l ~> max ( l ,~) ' .y~ ( ~< man (l,n)"yJm~.) 
j=  7 ,2  . . . . .  kma x j=  1 ,2  . . . . .  kmi n 
subject o 
(l,n)*-r ~< 0 for all extreme rays r of (D). 
It follows from Corollary 1 that the probabilistic satisfiability problem reduces to 
vertex and extreme ray enumeration for polyhedra. Methods for vertex enumeration 
often rely on search of the adjacency graph of the given polyhedron (whose vertices 
and edges correspond to those of this polyhedron); they can easily be extended in 
order to enumerate extreme rays as well. A recent survey and computational compari- 
son of methods for vertex enumeration is given in [7]. Such methods are applied to 
a few examples in Section 4. 
3. Redundancy analysis 
In this section we study whether there is some redundancy in the analytical 
expressions for the probability bounds and conditions of possible xperience obtained 
as discussed in the previous ection. We first examine whether each extreme point of 
the polyhedron P~x of (Dmax) (or similarly P~,  of (Drain)) corresponds to the 
optimal solution of (Dmax) for some feasible probability assignment (possible xperi- 
ence), it turns out to be the case. 
Theorem 3. Consider the description of the polyhedron Po,~x of (Dmax), by its extreme 
points x 7 .42 .....  .,c ~ and extreme rays rl , r 2 .... .  rk. For all x j (j = 1, 2 ..... I), there exists 
a rector (1, rt)' satisfying 
(i) n~e[0,1] fo r /=  1,2 ..... m; 
(ii) (l,n)~.r~ ~ O, i = 1,2 ..... k 
and such that 
( l ,~)'.xJ= max (l,x)t.x, 
xEPamax 
i.e., there is a probability assignment for whk'h .~:J is optimal 
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Proof. Condition (ii) expresses only that (Dmax) is bounded and thus does not 
eliminate any extreme point of PD~,x from the list of potential optimal solutions. 
Proving no linear expression (l,~)~.x j is redundant amounts to showing that the 
direction cone defined by condition (ii), i.e., 
CD = {dldt'r~ <~ O, i = 1,2 .. . . .  k}, 
is contained in the cone defined by condition (i), i.e., 
C,~ = {did = u.v, where v is such that vo = 1 
and v~e ['0,1] Vj= 1,2 .. . . .  m; a ~>0}. 
In other words, one must show that if (Dmax) has a bounded optimal value then all 
components of~ belong to [0,11. To see this, consider the cone defined by the positive 
combinations of the columns of (Pmin) (the dual of (Dmax)), 
C, = {dld = ;~, ( l~)p~;pj ~ O,j= l,2 ..... IT[}, 
where a ~ denotes thejth column of A, and note that (Pmin) is feasible if and only if its 
right-hand side belongs to Ce. Since Ce and Ca are two descriptions of the set of 
feasible ~ vectors for (Pmin) they are equal. Consider the following representation f 
cone C,~ by generating directions: 
j~O 
where e~ is the unit vector with a one for the ( j  + 1)th component and zeros elsewhere. 
Then, it is easy to verify that any generating direction of the cone Ce can be obtained 
as a positive combination of the generating directions of Ca. The result follows, rq 
Proving non-redundancy of the constraints generated by the extreme rays is 
straightforward. First, recall that an extreme ray cannot be expressed as a linear 
combination of the other ones. Therefore, it defines a facet of the feasibility cone. 
Second, as shown above, the cone Cn described by the extreme rays is contained in or 
equal to the cone defined by the component constraints C,~. Therefore, no facet of the 
polyhedral cone C~, defined by an extreme ray of P~, is redundant, i.e., none is strictly 
outside C,j. 
4. Interval probabilistie satislhbility 
Hailperin [10"1 proposes an extension of probabilistie satisfiability in which prob- 
inf sup ability intervals [~i , ~ ] are assigned to the logical sentences Stinstead of the single 
probability values 7t~ for i = 1, 2, ... .  m. The model so obtained is often more realistic 
in applications of reasoning under uncertainty than the previous one. Hailpcrin [I0] 
shows that Fourier elimination and linear programming methods can be readily 
extended to obtain analytical and numerical best possible bounds. The same is true for 
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column generation techniques a  shown in [12]. Nilsson [16] also briefly discusses the 
use of probability intervals in probabilistic satisfiability. He suggests olving two 
linear programs in which the probabilities of the logical sentences are set to tr~ "f in the 
first case and to 7rl "p in the second one, As shown below, this may lead to incorrect 
probability bounds. 
We now discuss how to get a complete analytical solution for interval probabilistic 
satisfiability. The primal probabilistic satisfiability problem can b¢ written 
min/max Am÷l-p 
~t.p = 1 
('am+ t- int ) 
rti.f <~ A'p <<. ~,.p 
pj>~O Vj= 1 . . . . .  Irl. 
Straightforward extensions of Theorems 1 and 2 show that we need to obtain the 
description by extreme points and extreme rays of the polyhedra defined by the 
feasible solution sets of 
max .Vo ~ ~sup.y ..[_ ~inf. ),, 
(Dmax_int), ~ "Yo + At'Y + At'Y ' ~< t Am+l 
y~<0, y'~-0. 
min 3'0 "~ ~sup.y ..~ T~inf. y, 
(Dmin_int) $ "Yo + At'y + At'Y' >~ t Am+ 1 
y>~0, y'~O. 
Again standard algorithms for extreme points and extreme rays enumeration can b¢ 
applied. A comparison of complete analytical solutions for a small set of sentences in 
the single probability value and in the probability interval cases is given in Example 
1 of Tables I and 2. Each constraint isgenerated by an extreme ray of(Dmax_int) (or 
(Dmin_int)) and each expression for the lower (upper) bound is given by an extreme 
point of (Dmax_int) ((Dmin_int)) with no extreme point or ray being omitted from 
this table (and from the following ones). Using probability intervals instead of single 
values clearly leads to a large increase in the number of constraints and linear 
e~pressions in the bounds. Before comparing the bounds obtained in both cases, we 
discuss Nilsson's proposal, i.e., to substitute all ~ by ~"f and then by z~P. Although 
Nilsson does not clarify when to maximize or minimize, the following example shows 
that in all possible cases his suggestion eventually leads to iacorrect probability 
bounds. 
Example 4.1. Consider the set of logical sentences in Example 1 of Table 2 together 
with the probability intervals: ~z:¢[0.3,0.4], n2~[0.4,0.4], ~a~[0.,,0..3~, 
~ [0.4,0.4] and zs E [0.5,0.5]. 
Solving the linear program for maximization or minimization with the probabili- 
ties all set at their upper bound or all at their lower bound, leads in both cases 
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Table 1 
Complete analytical solutions for logical systems with single probability values for the truth of sentences 
Example Rules Probability Conditions Lower bound Upper bound 
assigned of possible on n? on ~? 
experience Maximum of: Minimum of: 
x~ nt ns ~0,  na >~0, ns ~ >0 ns+~5 {1 - -n~)+ n3 
x., n2 n, ~ n3 n.~ + r~ s {1 -- rc2) + rr,~ 
x 2 A xa r¢4 nl + n5 ~< 1 
-£h a -£'2 ^  Xa ns r~ z + ~s ~< 1 
x3 rt? ha+ 1 >~t  + n.t + ~s 
Xl r~l ~ + if2/> l rrl + ~2 -- l ~2 
xt --* x2 rt2 n~< l , i=  1.2 
x., n? 
Xl ;Zl 
xi "* x2 /'~2 
x2 -4. x3 ~3 
xs n? 
X2 r~2 
X I V X2 --" X3 ~3 
.x'~ n? 
x2 ~2 
x I A X 2 "* X 3 ~3 
X 3 n? 
x I Tel 
X2 ~2 
XI ~ X3 ~3 
X~. -'* X 3 ~'4 
XS n? 
nt + n ,  >~ I ~t + rt2 + ~3 - 2 ~3 
rt2 + na ~ 1 0 
n~ ~< 1.i = 1.2,3 
~zl + ,'zz + re3/> 1 ~x + rt3 - I ;% 
n~<~ l , i=  1,2,3 rtz + r~-  ! 
0 
nz + ~a >~ 1 0 
r,, ~ l, i ---- i ,Z3 
n 3 + I ~> n z + n.t >! 1 nt + ~3 -- I ~:3 
n.t+ l ~>nl +~a~> ! n2 + rr.,, -- I ~,t 
ni<~ l , i=  !.2,3,4 
to  an  opt ima l  ~ iu f ion  o f  va lne  0.9 (i.e., r~m+ t E [0.9,0.9]).  However ,  so lv ing  the  l inear 
p rogram with the prob:~biiity intervals  gives ~m+ t ~ [0.9,1.0].  
The  express ions  obta ined  lot 'he  ',,,~u,,l~ hy ~he enumerat ion  o f  the ext reme po ints  
fo r (Dmax_ in t ) (o r  fo r (Dmin_ int ) ) ,  i.e., fi:,z :h,: p,~b~bili;,y i , te rva l  case, are not  a lways 
i r redundant .  Th is  can  aga in  be seen clearly in Example  I o f  Tab le  2: the  lower bound 
for the  interval  case has  four  ext reme po in ts  that  are  redundant  (i.e., those  cor respond-  
ing  to the  express ions  0, n~ "f, n~ f and  n~"f). The  reason  for this is that  f rom the  pr imal  
p rob lem all that  can  be said referr ing to the  probab i l i ty  intervals  ass igned is that  
n~ "r <~ 1, ~.~P ~> 0 and  rt~ "f ~< r~ -"p. So the  cone  def ined by  the  boundedness  o f  the  va lue  
o f tbe  opt ima l  dua l  so lu t ion  is not  conta ined  in (and,  in fact, conta ins )  the  cone  def ined 
by  the  implic it  probab i l i ty  const ra in ts ,  wh ich  are: 0 ~< n~*f ~< n~ -~r ~< 1. 
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Table 2 
Complete analytical solutions for logical systems with probability intervals for the truth of sentences 
Example Rules Probability Conditions Lower bound Upper bound 
assigned of possible on ~? on n? 
experience Maximum of." Minimum of: 
I x~ [n~nr .~ up] n~nr~< 1, i=  1.2.3.4.5 0 ! 
x2 [n s, ~t, n~ up] u~"P/> O. i = I. 2. 3.4. 5 n~ nf ! - n~ nf + n~ "p 
x, A Xs [n~ "r, n$ "p] n~ "r ~< n~ "p, i = !. 2. 3. 4. 5 n~ "r ! - =~nr + nX, p 
Xz A x~ [n~ "r, n~'P] n~ "~' + nX "p 
,t~"P + n~ "-° 
+ = },"' 
.% n? x~ "p + n~ up 
+ n~ "p 
~t~ p + ;G ~p 
+ n~ '~p 
2a x, Ink"r, nl up ] 
x2 
2b xt  [n l  nr, n~ "p] 
x, --, x~ [n;  ~r, n~ ~p) 
xz --. x~ [n~ "r, n~"p) 
x3 ~.9 
3 x~ [n? ' r ,n~"q  
x~ [~' ,n? pl 
x, vx~ - - ,x3 [nT',n~ "p] 
x3 n? 
4 x, [nT r, ngP] 
x,  [=T ' ,n?  p) 
x.  ^x,  - . x~ [nT' .n~, "p] 
.x~ n? 
5 x~ [nTr.n~ "p] 
.~, [nTr ,  n ' . "q  
.,, - . .~  [nt,"', n :¢q  
x.,. --,...,,:..., [n~ r, n~ "p ] 
x 3 n? 
Inr inf n2 + ns ~< I 
n|nr3 + n~t hI 41 
inf inf n.t + ns ~< I
n~ "r + n~ "r ~< ~;"P + I 
n~P + rc~ p ~ i ~'~f + ~r  - I ~P  
n~ ~t ~< I,  i =- I, 2 0 I 
n,'."P ~ O,i - 1,2 
nj nf ~< n,'."P, i = I, 2 
~p + ~?p >I I ,~ f  + ~Tr + ~Tr ~r  
-2  
n~P + n~P ~ I 0 ! 
~nr< l , i=  1,2,3 
n~ up ~0o i = I .~3  
nl nf ~< ~'P.  i = i.2.3 
nl nr ~< I. i = 1.2.3 n~ "r + n~ "r - I I 
n~'P ~ O. i = !.2.3 0 
nl "r ~< nT"P.i = 1.2.3 
nl "p + n3 ~p ~ I n*, "r + n~, " + nT r n3 "p 
-2  
nl "r ~< i,  d = 1.2.3 
n, '.'p ~ O, i = 1.2.3 
nl "r ~< n~ "p, i = 1.2.3 
;'I~ up + rI~ up ~ I l.linl" + ~nf -- I n~ up 
~T 'p + nX "p ~ I ~ , r  + .57r _ I .~."P 
n~ ~p + I ~ n~ *r + n~ "r 0 I 
nX ~p + ! >~ n~ ~ + n~ "r 
n~ "~ ~< I,  i = 1,2,3,4 
n~ "p ~ O, i ~- 1,2,3,4 
nl "r <~ ~.,'."P. i = L2 ,3 ,4  
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The remark above also stands for the constraints obtained for the extremes of the 
probability intervals assigned to the logical sentences. This means that the extreme 
rays define constraints that can be eliminated when the implicit constraints 0 ~ n~ "~ 
and n~ "p ~< 1 are considered. This is the case for the last four constraints of the 
probability interval case in Example 5 of Table 2. 
Nevertheless, the procedure used for vertices and rays enumeration can be modified 
to generate only the irredundant linear expressions and constraints. At any vertex, the 
directions going towards all neighboring vertices or defining extreme rays are avail- 
a~ie from the current ableau. Testing whether a vertex corresponds to an irredundant 
expression amounts to verifying that all these directions have a negative internal 
product with at least one vector in the cone of feasible directions (note that this cone, 
as all cones considered in this paper, is pointed). This follows from the fact that all 
directions for which a vertex is an optimal solution have a negative internal product 
with all directions of edges departing from this same vertex. Moreover, in the case 
studied here, a ne~.essary condition for a d~.cection to have a positive ~n~.ernal product 
with another one in the cone of feasible directions is that it has at least one positive 
component. Furthermore, as all other constraints required for a direction to be 
feasible are already imposed by the problem structure (which is shown above), th~s 
condition suttices. The verification is, then, an easy task. 
The procedure to generate irredundant vertices and rays would thus consist of 
starting at any vertex, choosing a feasible direction and iterating until the optimal 
vertex for this direction is found. Next, a standard epth first search is done ~hrough 
all vertices with the additional condition of never entering an edge with a direction 
which has a symmetric with no positive component, i.e., that has no negative component. 
5. Uncertainty in classical inference rules 
Results of the previous ections are next applied to reasoning under uncertainty. To 
:i~i,:, effect we consider several sets of logical sentences which correspond to events and 
cb.~:,ical inference rules. Instead of assuming events to be certain or impossible and 
mf:~:~':~:~: ra,_ules always to be correct, probabilities er probability intervals (expressing 
beli~:~ ~:~ihey occur or are valid are assigned to them. 
F~r i ~ classical lcgic, the modus ponens inference rule says that ifevent A is 
v,:~ ,;:., ,~.~ ' ,~[ule A - .  B is valid, then we certainly know that event B will be 
vcrilic,J ~u~. ,~:~n is to determine the probability of truth for the occurrence ot ~ 
event B when ,~ ~,~.~ "h is known about event A and rule A --. B are probabilities (that 
A is verified a..'~ J ,~ ~, ,,~ ~s valid). Probability intervals for the truth of conclusions and 
consis~e,acy ond~:.%a~ '~..,e presented in Tables 1 and 2 for several inference syst~ras. 
Results in d~esc ta~,'~ can be viewed as automatically generated theore~ns. For 
instance, Example 4 of -~':,,hj~ an  be written: 
I f  erents x, and .x2 hate p~.o~bility nl and na and the inference rule "'(xi and .'¢2) 
implies x3" has a pr~.'!~hility ,% ,:,~e~ rc~ + rc a >t I and 7t 2 + ~ >t 1 ra,.~s~ hold and the 
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probability for xs to occur is between max{~t + 7t2 + ~3 -2 ,0}  and ~3. Moreover, 
these bounds are the best possible. 
It is interesting to compare system 3 and system 5 of Table 1. The reason is that 
most expert systems (e.g., the Mycin system ['6]) do not deal with the case where 
a disjunction of propositional variables is found in the implicant of a rule. Instead, 
they divide the disjunction to obtain several single implications. By comparing 3 with 
5, setting ~3 = ~,L in 5, we obtain the same lower and upper bounds for the truth value 
of x3. The difference lies only in the consistency conditions, which are stronger for 
s~-~tem 5.
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